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Our mission is to serve as
a forum for Republican
attorneys to provide data
and legal and policy
implication analysis to
policy makers and our
fellow citizens at the local
and state levels.
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WE BELIEVE…
We believe, in the strength of and the reliance upon a Constitutional
government, that people should be free to succeed or fail and that
government does not create wealth but should be a protector or conservator
of it.
We believe, as Republican attorneys, that government is too large, its impact
on the lives of our citizens is too invasive and the decisions of the past to
entitle have brought our state and country to a point where our solvency and
our freedoms are at risk.

We believe, as Edmund Burke, that “a state without the means of some
change is without the means of conservation.” Therefore, we support quality
reform carefully designed to protect the fundamental freedoms and rights of
our fellow citizens, but also to move our state forward.
We believe, processes of government from the structure of our voting
districts to the final decisions of our courts must be open, accessible, fair and
reasonable.
We believe, as officers of the courts of this state and as Republican attorneys,
that we have a duty to protect the right of every citizen to have an open and
accessible court system so they may redress wrongs, receive a fair hearing or
trial, and so that they may have the ability to check government when it
strays from Constitutional underpinnings.
We believe, because of our training and experience, our voice, while not
unique, can prove valuable to policy makers and to our fellow citizens in the
public discourse of our day.
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NCRAA FEATURED ATTORNEY
We are accepting nominations for the next NCRAA Featured
Attorney. The candidates should be Republican attorneys in

Media

North Carolina that exhibit excellent legal professionalism and

“Like Us” on Facebook!

serve their communities greatly with a non-legal, political, or legal
organization or cause. Please send nominations to

North Carolina Republican
Attorneys Association

admin@ncgopattorneys.com.

Follow Us on Twitter!

NCRAA SEEKING NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTORS

@NCGOPAttorneys

We are seeking volunteers to write an article in each newsletter.
It should be brief and focus on one narrow issue or subject in the
law. For more information contact

LinkedIN
North Carolina Republican
Attorneys Association

admin@ncgopattorneys.com.

A Brief History of the Jury in the United States
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Understanding the Role of the Civil Jury Trial in Republican Principles: with excerpts from Oscar G. Chase’s
Law, Culture, and Ritual, Chapter 4American “Exceptionalism” in Civil Litigation

The jury is an exceptional and unique tool
that the United States has utilized more than
virtually any other jurisdiction in the world. See
Oscar G. Chase, Law, Culture, and Ritual: Disputing
Systems in Cross-Cultural Context, 55 (New York
University Press 2005) (2005). The Framers of the
United States Constitution deemed the right to
trial by jury important enough to include the right
to a jury in a civil case in the United State
Constitution by way of the Seventh Amendment.
In Suits at common law, where the
value in controversy shall exceed
twenty dollars, the right of trial by
jury shall be preserved, and no fact
tried by a jury, shall be otherwise
re-examined in any Court of the
United States, than according to the
rules of the common law.
U.S. Const. amend. VII. See also Id. The right to
a civil jury can also be found in the North
Carolina Constitution: “In all controversies at law
respecting property, the ancient mode of trial by
jury is one of the best securities of the rights of the
people, and shall remain sacred and inviolable.”
N.C. Const. art. 1, § 25.
While other common law countries, such
as England, are abandoning their use of civil
juries, America and its states are holding strong to
the value of the jury system instilled in our
culture. See Oscar G. Chase, Law, Culture, and
Ritual: Disputing Systems in Cross-Cultural Context,
55 (New York University Press 2005) (2005).
Oscar Chase notes in his book that “[t]he power
of the jury in the American tradition has been
called ‘[t]ruly astonishing in the Constitutional
view.’” Id.; quoting Mirjan R. Damaska, The Faces
of Justice and State Authority at 219-20 (1986).

He further comments “[the jury] is ‘strongly
egalitarian’ because it gives lay people with no
special expertise a fact-finding power superior to
that of the judge, despite all of his or her training
and experience.” Id. at 56( internal cites omitted).
The jury and constitutional right to vote by all
citizens are “the two institutions of American
democracy that it ‘seems simply unthinkable to
criticize.’” Id. at 58; citing George L. Priest,
Justifying the Civil Jury, in Robert E. Litan, ed.
Verdit (1993) at 103.
The American civil jury system lies at the
heart of America’s conviction in self-government.
It allows litigants to control the dispute process
and be judged by their peers, with little
intervention by the government.
Thus, the
attorneys for the litigants become a highly
important and valuable piece in the litigant’s
ability to self-govern. It is the duty and privilege
of an attorney to represent and speak for his or
her client. It is of the utmost importance,
therefore, that the attorney ensures a fair, equal,
and thorough trial for the client. The clients,
through their attorneys, control the litigation at all
aspects of the civil trial. This power is a unique
and valuable trait of American culture. See Id. at
58. Initially it is the individual who chooses to
bring an action seeking justice through the civil
trial. The litigant chooses the issues in the case
by writing and filing the complaint and answer,
through his or her attorney. Further, the litigant
continues to control the issues and evidence
through the pre-trial discovery process.
Individualism,
egalitarianism,
laissez-faire, and antistatism are
also evident in another disputing
practice that is particularly robust in
America and not duplicated
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anywhere else in the powerful form
it takes there; pretrial “discovery.”
This is the power that is granted to
the adversarial parties to control
the investigation of facts prior to
trial.
See Id. Finally, the litigant controls the message to
the jury in the actual trial or the dispute’s ultimate
resolution (settlement), through their attorneys. If
the dispute goes to trial before a jury, it is the jury,
a group of the litigants’ peers, which ultimately
decides the outcome of the trial. This process
concedes little judicial or governmental
intervention. The judge and legislature, through
the general statutes and civil procedure, act to
guarantee a fair and equal trial for litigants. See
Id. at 53
…[P]rivate litigation is for the most
part controlled by the litigants, who
provide its impetus, its direction,
and often its ultimate resolution
through settlement. Unlike other
branches of government, courts
neither meddle nor rescue unless
called upon to do so....

Id.
It is of high importance that the legislatures
and government allow the litigants extensive
freedom to control the dispute process themselves.
Litigant control allows for individualism and an
ability to exercise his or her rights directly. Oscar
Chase notes that America is described by one
author with five words, “liberty, egalitarianism,
individualism, populism, and laissez-faire.” Id. at
51 (internal cites omitted). Chase further states
that America’s view of the limited role of
government influences its rejection of boundless
interference by the government in the dispute
process. Id. at 52. Chase notes, the court system

is not entirely independent from government
control, and is itself a government institution. The
extent to which the government is permitted to
interfere in the dispute process will determine the
amount of individualism and self-governing of his
or her rights is afforded to citizens through its
dispute process.
It is of equal importance that juries are able
to determine and judge their peers without
substantial regulation by the government. It is the
civic duty of all individuals to participate as a
jurist when called and has an equal vote despite
age, education, or social status. See Id. at 56.
There are specific regulations established to
ensure legal competence and an equal and fair
trial to all litigants. When there is “no legally
sufficient evidentiary basis for a reasonable jury to
find for that party…” a judge may overrule a jury
verdict and grant judgment “as a matter of law.”
Id. at 56. By allowing the judge to overrule a jury
verdict, the judicial system attempts to ensure a
correct interpretation and equal application of the
law. If, however, there is some basis for finding
as the jury did, the judge has no authority to
overrule. The ultimate power of the adjudication
is placed in the hands of a jury of the litigants’
peers, a manifestation of self-government. We,
through the jury, regulate ourselves and our
disputes. It is of equal importance that juries are
able to determine and judge their peers without
substantial regulation by the government. It is the
civic duty of all individuals to participate as a
jurist when called and has an equal vote despite
age, education, or social status. See Id. at 56.
There are specific regulations established to
ensure legal competence and an equal and fair
trial to all litigants. When there is “no legally
sufficient evidentiary basis for a reasonable jury to
find for that party…” a judge may overrule a jury
verdict and grant judgment “as a matter of law.”
Id. at 56. By allowing the judge to overrule a jury
verdict, the judicial system attempts to ensure a
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correct interpretation and equal application of the
law. If, however, there is some basis for finding
as the jury did, the judge has no authority to
overrule. The ultimate power of the adjudication
is placed in the hands of a jury of the litigants’
peers, a manifestation of self-government. We,
through the jury, regulate ourselves and our
disputes.
We must keep in mind, however, the
limitations of the judicial system. It is itself a
creation of the government, but even so, it is the
intent of a civil jury to leave the ultimate
judgment with the jury. Id. (“Although the jury is
of course an organ of government, it nonetheless
has an antistatist quality because it allows the
people to decide matters differently than the other
institutions of government might wish.”). There in
fact exists a current controversy over this issue in
regard to jury nullification. Id. The government
may place limitations on the jury’s ability to fully
adjudicate the issues before it such as limiting the
amounts a jury may award to litigants. However,
as previously discussed, it is vitally important to
the preservation of self-government in dispute
resolution to allow extensive freedom to the jury
to judge its peers. The ultimate decision maker is
intended to be the jury themselves, limited only
where there is no basis for their judgment, and
judicial intervention is necessary to provide an
equal and fair trial to all litigants.
There in fact exists a current controversy
over this issue in regard to jury nullification. Id.
The government may place limitations on the
jury’s ability to fully adjudicate the issues before it
such as limiting the amounts a jury may award to
litigants. However, as previously discussed, it is
vitally important to the preservation of selfgovernment in dispute resolution to allow
extensive freedom to the jury to judge its peers.
The ultimate decision maker is intended to be
themselves, limited only where there is no
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the jury themselves, limited only where there is no
basis for their judgment, and judicial intervention
is necessary to provide an equal and fair trial to all
litigants.
The jury system, its clients, attorneys, and
judges all play integral roles in preserving
America’s individual freedoms. Through zealous
representation the attorney ensures his or her
litigants’ best interests are pursued. Republican
values demand that the government exercise
minimal control over the dispute process,
consequently preserving and increasing the
litigant’s ability to control the dispute. It is
through the litigant’s ability to control the dispute
process that he retains the ability to participate
actively in self-government, specifically in the civil
jury trial. The North Carolina Republican Party
believes, in part:
1. the strength of our nation lies with the
individual and that each person’s dignity,
freedom, ability and responsibility must
be honored;
2. in equal rights, equal justice and equal
opportunity for all, regardless of race,
creed, sex, age or disability; and
3. the most effective, responsible and
responsive government is government
closest to the people.
Principles of the North Carolina Republican Party
March 27, 2012, http://www.ncgop.org/about/.
These beliefs are carried out through the practice
of civil jury trials. Civil jury trials, through the
participation of its litigants, juries, judges, and
attorneys, “[are] populist, ‘an avatar of
democratic participation in government,’ because
it allows the people to rule directly.” Id. at 56
(citing
Michele
Taruffo,
"Transcultural
Dimensions of Civil Justice" 25 Comparative Law
Review 1 (2000) at 28) (use of jury trials reflects a
cultural preference for direct rule of "the people"
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as opposed to the values of "professional training
and efficiency"). It is through limited government
regulation of civil jury trials that citizens have full
individual control over their rights, provide for
equal protection and justice for all citizens, and
most closely govern themselves.
Therefore, to preserve individual control,
equal rights, justice, and opportunity for all, and
create the most effective, responsible and
responsive government through government
closest to the people, governments should regulate
civil juries only as much as absolutely necessary.
Regulation should protect the right of every
citizen to have an open and accessible court
system and receive a fair hearing or trial.
However, any further regulation would oppose a
belief in self-government and individualism. It is
only through an individual’s ability to retain and
retake ultimate control over their rights and
dispute resolutions and juries ability to retain their
autonomy from government and its institutions
that Republican values of self-government and
individual rights will be safeguarded.
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